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The Western Oregon University Athletic Band performed its
first half-time show at a basketball game this year

Dynamic halftime performances, crowds
singing along to the fight song and football
games infused with the energy of much larger
schools: these are things that Ben Protheroe,
director of athletic bands, dreams of for the
future of Western’s Athletic Band.
Although having a band is not something
that is new for Western, the current aspirations
of the group extend beyond anything that
the Western Athletic Band has attempted in
recent years.
“The Athletic Band has been around in
some capacity for a long time. They used to
have a marching band back in the ‘80s… it
was a pretty big deal back then, and I’m not
sure why it fizzled out,” said Protheroe.
Even though it can be challenging for the
band to recruit at times since Western has a
small Music Department and music majors
aren’t required to participate, Protheroe still
sees it as a valuable opportunity for many
students as well as positive advertising for the
program.

Bailey Thompson | News Editor

“An athletic band is a really good marketing
tool for both the music department and the
school,” said Protheroe. “When a lot of people
look to where they want to go to school,
especially if they have been involved with
music, being in a marching band can be a big
part of it.”
With this thought, he was even able to
confirm with a student in the room that she was
very close to not coming to Western initially
because there used to not be a marching band.
Over the span of this year, though, that has
begun to change dramatically.
“We started the year with 10 members,
which has been the norm for the past five
years,” said Protheroe. “And at our biggest this
year we hit 34 winds. If you add the drumline
to that, it adds another 15.”
This determined group takes the band very
seriously and takes pride in their work, but
Protheroe shared that they also like to have
fun in the process.

“Most everybody has gotten a nickname,
and nobody goes by their real names for the
most part,” said Protheroe. “And it’s usually
something silly.”
Currently, the band only practices once
a week for two hours on Sunday nights, but
Protheroe explained that this could change
in the future if the band continues to expand
and take on more group commitments, like
local parades or sporting event performances.
Protheroe also shared that it is not required
that anyone audition for the band, only for
those students who are applying for one of
the 10 scholarships that are offered to band
members.
“We’ll find a place for you. If you don’t
know how to play something, we’ll find a
place for you,” said Protheroe, reinforcing the
idea that anyone can be involved if they have
the desire to.
If students would like to learn more about
the band, they can contact Protheroe at
protheroeb@wou.edu.

Contact the author at howlnews@wou.edu

ASWOU Election Important Dates and Information
Positions up for Election:
President

Senate President

15 Senator Positions

Vice President

Judicial Administrator

Three IFC Positions

Three Judicial
Board positions

April 11: Election applications close — applications can be found on OrgSync
April 15-19: Campaign Week
April 22-26: Voting Week
wou.edu/westernhowl
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FROM AWARENESS

Lyvonne:

TO ACCEPTANCE
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Western students with autism
share their stories
Bailey Thompson | News Editor
April is Autism Acceptance/
Awareness Month, a time each year
when people with autism share
their stories in order to spread both
awareness and acceptance of autism
— a condition that the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention
estimates that 1 in 59 people has.
According to the American
Psychiatric Association, “Autism

spectrum disorder (ASD) is a complex
developmental
condition
that
involves persistent challenges in social
interaction, speech and nonverbal
communication
and
restricted/
repetitive behaviors.”
In order to learn more about autism,
I spoke with a number of Western
students with autism who shared their
stories with me.

Editor’s note: Last names were kept private at the request of some of the
students interviewed.

Kevin:

Lyvonne is a non-traditional student
at Western who went back to school after
getting married and having a family. As a
mom to a son who also has autism, Lyvonne
is passionate about fighting for acceptance in
the world that her son is growing up in.
While people can sometimes be quick to
devalue skills of people with autism, Lyvonne
described a few of the ways she has seen
autism in a positive light.
“Autism to me is like having a super
power,” said Lyvonne. “My autism makes me
hyper-aware of what other people are doing
around me. It also causes me to be hyperfocused on my school work and incredibly
grades driven, which can cause me to put a
lot of undue stress on myself. But my autism
also lets me really get into my favorite books,
movies or television shows.”
One such example that Lyvonne has
observed in her son is that, even though he
is only seven, he is already studying algebra.

One thing that Lyvonne wished people
knew about autism was that it is a fluid
spectrum, not a static one — meaning some
days are easier than others.
“There are days where I can make a speech
in front of a classroom full of people I don’t
know, and then there are days where I can’t
even make eye contact with my physician at a
checkup,” said Lyvonne.
With this in mind, Lyvonne has a clear
hope for the future: acceptance.
“People are aware that those with autism
exist; what many fail to think about is how
many situations push us out to the fringes of
society,” said Lyvonne. “People are aware of
our existence, but they don’t accept us in so
many ways.”
Striving to combat the narrative that
her son will be a drain on society or that
employers will be unwilling to hire her due to
her autism, Lyvonne explains that awareness
isn’t enough. Acceptance is the vital next step
that we need to take as a society.

Katie:
After earning his AAOT degree,
Kevin transferred to Western with
the goal of majoring in visual
communication design. And, while
there have been some challenges
in getting to graduation, he has
utilized the resources around him
in order to be successful.
“I got in touch with disability
services to get accommodations
that would be best for my learning
experiences,” said Kevin. “They
really do come in handy, especially
when you’re doing exams or
quizzes. Those guys can really
come in handy whether it’s at a
university or a community college.”
Despite the fact that things
like speaking and maintaining eye
contact can be difficult for him,
Kevin knows that having autism is
an important part of who he is.
“Having autism is just part of
life; there’s nothing really you can
do,” said Kevin. “It’s not like being

cancer-free. It just sticks with you
for your entire life. Being autismfree would kind of take away your
memories. If you do that, then I’ve
forgotten who I was.”
Something that Kevin has found
joy in is competitive swimming, an
activity his mom originally signed
him up with to help him with his
autism.
At Western, one thing that has
made him feel empowered having
some people go out of their way to
support people with disabilities.
“I know one of the members of
the disabilities club is just an ally,”
said Kevin. “She just likes being there
to help students with disabilities in
this club.”
Finally, while some of the
other students preferred the term
acceptance, Kevin has a positive
association with the original wording.
“I like awareness more,” said
Kevin. “Autism Awareness Month is
a strong phrase for autistic people.”

Katie, who wasn’t diagnosed with autism
until age 20, is a firm believer in the need for
further research about autism. Since Katie’s
autism was not recognized because she did
not exhibit certain signs of autism — many
of which are more stereotypical in males with
autism — she is an advocate for people with

wou.edu/westernhowl

autism who may not fall into this narrow
mold.
“Autism in general is not very well
researched, and it’s definitely not very well
researched in anyone who isn’t a straight,
white male,” Katie said.
Continued on back
Photos by Ashlynn Norton
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Small-town foodie

Karlene’s picks for best dishes at restaurants owned by
small-business owners in Monmouth and Independence
Karlene Curtin | Freelancer

Almost everyone has had the, “well, where do
you want to eat?” debate. Usually these debates
end up with you sitting in the drive-through of
the nearest McDonald’s, unsatisfied and craving
more than just home-cooked food. But, rather,
craving expertise on what places around this small
university have the best plates and atmosphere.
After four years of living in Monmouth and
attending Western Oregon, many others and
myself can recommend the best plates at different
restaurants that we swear by.
Going to Western makes one more than just a
visitor to this wonderful small town; it makes one
a major contributor to small local businesses that
thrive on producing quality food and experiences
for their customers.
Here is a list of my top picks, based on personal
experiences and opinions.

Best place to get a good cup of coffee: Java Crew

Most fresh place to dine: The Naughty Noodle

Have an 8 a.m. and ‘literally just can’t right now?’ Don’t
worry, Java Crew provides friendly service MondayFriday starting at 7 a.m. with hot — or iced — coffee
that will warm spirits and taste delicious. With different
deals every day of the week, like double-punch Friday
and double-shot Mondays, Java Crew meets the needs
of hundreds of students and employees everyday.
Location: 139 Monmouth Ave N, Monmouth, OR 97361

Open five days a week from 5-8 p.m., this Italian
restaurant will serve its patrons homemade noodles
and fresh ingredients, made to order. Located in
Independence, OR., I recommend their chicken alfredo
with a side salad.
Location: 227 S Main St, Independence, OR 97351

Best pizza: Yeasty Beasty

Wanting to impress a certain someone or looking for
classic Italian dishes? Give Mangiare a try. With so
many options and different flavors this place will keep
you coming back for more. I recommend looking at
their impressive wine list, a great place for those who
are 21+.
Location: 114 S Main St, Independence, OR 97351

Best place to get a burger: Rookies

Best place to get ice cream: Main St. Ice Cream
Parlor

So many choices, it’s almost hard to pick what
kind. They even offer a chicken replacement over a
burger patty. Cooked fresh to order, every craving
will be satisfied with a delicious burger from
Rookies.
Location: 641 Clay St E, Monmouth, OR 97361

Monmouth and Independence together have six places
to get a pizza. It was their delivery service, proximity to
on-campus students and fresh pizza that made Yeasty
take the lead. Their gluten-free options are off the
charts. I recommend the mini create-your-own pizza
with a side of their hummus.
Location: 167 Main St W, Monmouth, OR 97361

Through rain, snow and the occasional heatwave,
this ice cream parlor will serve you. Housing several
different flavors of ice cream, each visit will be just as
good as the last. I recommend the house made cone.
Location: 109 Main St E, Monmouth, OR 97361

Most romantic: Mangiare Italian Restaurant

Best late night munchies: Koyotes
The night atmosphere of this Mexican restaurant is
lively. Only one block from Main St. Pub and Eatery
and a close proximity to campus, this is the best place
to relieve those late night cravings for classic ‘college
kid food.’ Closing as late as 2 a.m. from Thursday to
Saturday, give this place a try. I recommend the churro
and chicken tacos.
Location: 159 Monmouth Ave N, Monmouth, OR 97361
Contact the author at kcurtin14@wou.edu

Photos courtesy of Karlene Curtin

What you need to be a happy camper
Basic items to take on a camping trip
Rebecca Meyers | Lifestyle Editor
Spring: the season when Oregonians jump
at the chance to enjoy being outdoors when it’s
not gray and raining. As the sun starts showing
up more often, people start showing up to
various campsites around the Pacific Northwest.
Fortunately, there’s usually no shortage of them,
though sometimes reservations go quickly.
Like any trip, however, camping requires
some preparation. Here’s a list of the basic
necessities that will make camping breezy.
Cooking utensil: Not only will you likely need
dishes and utensils, you’ll also need something
to wash them with, especially for long trips.
Since s’mores are bound to happen, this should
also include roasting sticks. Portable burners
for cooking can be found at stores like Target or
Walmart as well as most sporting goods stores.
Lanterns or flashlights: Ever tried to find the
bathroom in an unlit campground at night?
Would not recommend.

Firewood: Most official campgrounds
will have firewood for sale, but the
front office selling it closes after
certain times. So if you arrive too
late, it might not be an option for
the first night. Firestarters are also
a helpful shortcut to get a campfire
going quicker. It’s important to note
that it is suggested that you buy
firewood where you are planning to
burn it, to prevent the introduction
of invasive species in new areas.

First aid kit: A basic pre-made one from a sporting store or a homemade
one can work. A few things it could contain are bandages, antiseptic wipes,
extra water bottles or emergency thermal blankets which are compact and
can easily fit into any kit. These items can all be purchased at stores like
Walmart or Fred Meyer.
Contact the author at howllifestyle@wou.edu

Directions: It’s not uncommon to lose
service on a camping trip. If you’re
going somewhere you’ve never been,
or just somewhere you haven’t been
enough to know the way by heart,
relying on spotty cell service might
be risky. Remember, “maps” isn’t
just an app — you can take the “old
school” version with you wherever
you go.
Supplies such as tents and sleeping bags can be rented from the Health and Wellness Center

wou.edu/westernhowl
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Making the most of Spring cleaning

berry season

Tips for first time gardeners

Rebecca Meyers | Lifestyle Editor
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simplified

and summer, and one of the great things
about them is that they can be used for so
many things besides just being enjoyed
by themselves. Here’s a list of just some of
the ways to throw them into the mix for
when there’s no shortage of berries, but
maybe a shortage of ideas.

Tips for tackling post-winter organizing and decluttering
Rebecca Meyers | Lifestyle Editor
Photo by Ashlynn Norton

They’re colorful, delicious and
everywhere during the sunny months.
Berries are one of the best parts of spring
Snacks:
For something to take on the go, berries can be prepared in a few different ways.
They can be dried in the oven and added to a granola mix, which is perfect for taking
along to class or on a hike. Left undried, they can also be added to yogurt for a quick
and easy parfait for breakfast or a snack. Another easy way to use them when time is
short is to throw them in the blender with a bit of juice and ice and make a smoothie.
Desserts:
Berries can be incorporated into almost any dessert. For one that has berries as the
central ingredient, there’s popsicles that can be made by freezing juice and berries in
molds that can be found in most grocery stores. Additionally, strawberry shortcake
is a classic dessert that can satisfy a sweet tooth.They can also be used in homemade
ice cream or sprinkled on top of cheesecake.

Other:
A fresh berry-centric fruit salad is incredibly easy, and can be a great addition to
a picnic or potluck
event. If there happens to be fruit punch at said event, a
fun way to keep
it cool and beat the heat is to use ice cubes with berries
frozen in them. For
a different setting, such as a homemade brunch, heating
some berries with
a bit of water and sugar makes an easy and awesome
syrup to go with
pancakes or toast.
Contact the author at howllifestyle@wou.edu

A to-do list is a simple way to start any spring cleaning

Using frozen berries or ice makes smoothies cool and refreshing

Photo by Rebecca Meyers

Spring — it’s all fun and games
until the topic of spring cleaning
comes up. For many students, the
answer to the question of how much
spring cleaning they plan to do is
whatever their spring class schedule
will allow. However, spring cleaning
doesn’t have to be a huge, daunting
task — it can be broken down into
much more manageable parts that
can leave living spaces feeling much
more spring ready.
Start with the car. If your house,
apartment or dorm is a little
intimidating, start with the vehicle
that has endured a Monmouth
winter’s worth of snow, mud and
rain. There’s also the fact that
there will soon be many more
opportunities for driving with the
windows down, and the satisfying
sensation of wind blowing through
your hair, an experience that
shouldn’t be dampened with the
sound of loose trash blowing around
as well.
One smaller thing to tackle is the
backpack or desk where loose papers
from every term this year tend to
accumulate. Winter Break was met
with students focusing on holiday
plans and sometimes traveling, with

wou.edu/westernhowl

little time to sort through papers and
forms from the winter. There’s always
at least a few loose leafs that could
stand to be dumped in the recycling
instead of the bottom of a backpack.
Another good starting spot is the
closet. Taking a good look at it might
reveal one or two things that have not
left their spot throughout the whole
season. While it’s understandable that
tank tops, shorts or dresses might not
have been touched, any winter clothes
that managed to last the whole, long
Monmouth rainy season might be
worth reconsidering.
As for other living spaces, one
way to start is by making a list of
what needs cleaning the most or
what’s been put off and become a
bigger problem than it needs to be.
Maybe the floors have been swept
but not mopped for some time? Or,
maybe the pile of clean laundry has
been getting bigger but never been
put away. Perhaps the clutter in one
room has never been organized, or
you’ve been avoiding looking under
the furniture and facing the mess
that’s there. There’s almost always
something, especially considering the
busy schedules of students.
Contact the author at howllifestyle@wou.edu
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GET TO KNOW AN ATHLETE:

CHEYANNE RIMER
A look outside being a softball player

Mikaela Wong | Staff Writer

describe her personality in a nutshell,
she explained it in simple terms:
“I’m goofy, kind of loud, friendly,
approachable,” Rimer said.
While there are many reasons to
enjoy the sport, Rimer said her favorite
part of playing softball actually has to
do with her teammates.
“I never grew up with a sister, so
I feel like I was kind of shorted out
on that aspect,” said Rimer, “but I get
that with them.”
Although it’s clear she built
important relationships with the
teammates she works so closely with
on and off the field, Rimer also has
traditions she keeps with her friends
apart from those she made through
softball.
“My roommates and I have ‘roomie
nights’ where we all make something
for dinner and then watch a movie
together — usually classic ‘80s
movies,” Rimer explained.
After the end of the season, Rimer
will be graduating from Western.
Upon her graduation, she has plans
to hone in on her future career
aspirations.
“I have an internship in the fall
for Cardiac Rehab which is where
I want my career to go,” said Rimer.
“And then eventually (I’ll) move to
Roseburg because I really like it down
there.”
As for her potential to ever give
coaching a try, Rimer’s stance wasn’t
entirely certain.
“I would consider coaching but not
right away because I want to focus on
my career. But I can see myself going
back to it in the future.”
Catch Rimer and the rest of
Western’s softball team at their next
game. April 13, Western will be
playing a doubleheader at Concordia
University, followed by another
doubleheader against Concordia
University at home on April 14.

It’s typical for students to watch
school sporting events and cheer on
the athletes from the stands. However,
it’s also easy to forget that the very
athletes they are there to watch are
students, too, who have lives outside
of their sport.
Cheyanne Rimer, a senior and
exercise science major, is one of these
student-athletes, who plays third base
on Western’s softball team. It can be
difficult to see her outside of this lens,
especially when she’s reaching high

“

Softball just
happened to be
my favorite sport,
so I just kind of
kept with it.

”

success with the team.
An example of this success came
during the matchup against Montana
State University Billings on April 8.
Rimer hit a grand-slam, which sealed
her sixth homer of the year. Western
conquered both games, 12-0 and 111.
When asked what got her first
interested in playing softball, her
answer was honest.
“I’m from Scio, Oregon and to be
honest, there’s not a lot to do in Scio...
My graduating class was 59 people
and I knew most of them since preschool.”
For this reason, she picked up the
sport. But she didn’t want to quit, and
she had a reason for that.
“Softball just happened to be my
favorite sport, so I just kind of kept
with it.”
While some may see her and think
of her as only an athlete, there’s more
to Rimer than softball. When asked to

Photo by Ashlynn Norton

Contact the author at mwong16@wou.edu
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Climb
higher,
longer
and
faster

An inside look at the Rock
Climbing Club
Paul F. Davis | Managing Editor
So often, sports involve the mastery of
ball use or implement to be truly great
in competition. However, climbing is
different; it requires a mastery of one’s
body instead. Dynos, side pulls and
gastones could potentially be in the near
future of those wanting to participate in
a challenging, yet exhilarating, sport that
always allows its competitors to improve.
If this piques your interest, then luckily,
there’s a resource ready at Western for
you: Rock Climbing Club could be your
perfect fit.

Men come
out on top,
women
close
behind

The Western Howl
Wednesday, April 10, 2019
Western Oregon University Rock
Climbing Club started in 2015 and has
been growing ever since.
Senior Kayla Baker, club captain,
loves climbing because, “there’s a lot of
problem-solving involved so it’s a really
satisfying way to stay active … and there
is always room to grow as a climber.”
Rock Climbing Club meets at Salem’s
climbing gym Rock Boxx Thursdays and
Fridays from 9 a.m. to 11:15 a.m.; Rock
Boxx is located at 3895 Cascadia Canyon
Ave SE, Salem, OR 97302.
For anyone who may feel nervous
about joining, Baker noted that, “I don’t
think there’s any group more welcoming
than the climbing community.” Not only
is the community extremely inviting, but
the best time to join is right now. This
is especially true for those interested
in competing against other collegiate
climbers in the Northwest Collegiate
Climbing Circuit. This is because the
last three competitions of the year are
occuring in the next three weeks: April
13 at Portland State University; April 20
at Whitman College; and April 27 at the
University of Washington.
For those that have just started
climbing, or for those that have climbed
a majority of their life, feel free to email
Baker at kmbaker15@wou.edu, so you,
too, can start solving new problems
and finding solutions to them as a part
Western’s Rock Climbing Club.
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Contact the author at pfdavis14@wou.edu
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Wolves snag six
titles in the John
Knight Twilight track
and field meet

top.
The first event that the Wolves were
able to capture the title of was women’s
400-meter dash. Olivia Woods of
Western completed the race in 58.13
seconds, earning the Women Wolves 10
points.
Up next to the start line were the men,
also taking on the 400. After completing
the lap, Western’s Gabe Arce-Torres
came out on top with a time of 49.38,
taking first and adding 10 points to the
men’s score.
Continuing on in the day, Wolves
managed to come out victorious in the
men’s 1500-meter run. With Western’s
Justin Crosswhite completing the race in

3:53.42, he earned another 10 points to
add to the men’s score.
30 minutes later, Wolves were
ready to add another 10. The men’s
3000-meter steeplechase also deemed a
Wolf victorious, with Western’s Hunter
Mosman completing the race in 9:29.41,
earning another full 10 points.
Off the track, Western also took home
two first-place wins. The first one came
at 4 p.m., with the women’s javelin throw.
Western’s Darian Wilson threw 42.14
meters, earning 10 points for the Women
Wolves. The second win off of the track
also came from the women, with the
Women’s Discus Throw. Western’s
Moana Gianotti was able to pull out the
victory, throwing a 10-point earning
43.24 meters.
By the end of the event, the Wolves
had taken first in six total events. They
pulled through second place in three
other events, and third in six others. By
the end of the day, Western men walked
away with 116 points, earning them the
first-place spot. They were 9 points above
the second-place ranked Concordia
University. Western women came out
with 93 points, just 16 under the first
place Southern Oregon University,
earning them the title of second place.
The Wolves are on the road for their
next event, at the Pacific Luau Invitational
in Forest Grove, OR, on April 13.

Photos by Ashlynn Norton

Contact the author at howleditor@wou.edu

Caity Healy | Editor-in-Chief
McArthur Field was home to 17
different teams, six different levels and
a full day of track and field events for
the John Knight Twilight, held on April
5. With 38 different events taking place
beginning at 1 p.m. on a stormy Friday,
the Wolves were ready to come out on

The Wolves captured two titles at the Jenn Boyman Memorial meet the following day, April 5

wou.edu/westernhowl

Western student climbs a route called Big huggz
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A CABAL
OF
BANDS
COMPETING
Western hosts high school band festival
Chrys Weedon | Entertainment Editor

Eighteen bands performed per day

Once a year, flocks of well-dressed high schoolers walk
in groups through campus, untethered and without a
tour guide. That’s because every Spring Term, Western
hosts high school bands from across the state of Oregon
to compete in preparation for their state competition.
Outside of league festivals, the event at Western is one of
the bigger festivals in Oregon. This year’s competition took
place over two days, April 4-5.
Josh Mendoza, a sophomore music major and president
of the band council, is in charge of the band festival
this year. Mendoza kept in contact with band directors,
scheduled the bands and coordinated the volunteers. “It’s
a good experience for high schoolers to compete,” said
Mendoza.
“I didn’t do it alone. I have Dr. Nail’s help, and (Josiah
Glaser),” commented Mendoza. Glaser was the student
responsible for the competition last school year.
Mendoza headed the competition this year because he
is the president of Western’s band council.
“Usually the band council takes charge of the festival. It’s
been like that for the past few years,” said Mendoza about

the festival, “once I’m a band director, I’m going to have to
host the festival for my school. It’s a learning opportunity.
It gets you connected with band directors across the state,
it gets my name out there for networking. It’s just an all
around a really good experience.”
Usually, Western invites 32 high school bands to
compete. This year is slightly different, however: 36 bands
were included in the festival.
“(The bands) kind of move from place to place; they’ll
show up, we’ll take them to storage … and then they’ll
go warm up …” described Mendoza. “They’ll do their
performance, where they’ll get critiqued by judges.”
After being critiqued, each band will go with one of their
judges to a clinic, where they’ll be given pointers and the
opportunity to practice with the judge. Their judge will
also tell them ways they can improve or things they may
want to try doing differently when they go to competition.
“In Oregon, there is six different (school) classifications,
there’s 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A and 6A,” said Mendoza. Each
band gets judged on a variety of different things.
“Their quality of sound, that’s out of 30 (points),

State competition takes place in June

technique is out of 30, musicality is out of 30 and then
other factors which would be appearance, their choice of
music… the total score is out of 100,” Mendoza read off
the scoring sheet. Each band is evaluated by three different
judges, who all add up their scores. In the end, each group
receives a score out of 300.
Choice of music can be important in terms of score.
“If you’re a really high level band, you want to be
challenged” Mendoza said. If the pieces chosen by a band
aren’t seen as challenging enough to the judges, it will
negatively affect their scores. Each band has 30 minutes
maximum to perform, and they are required to be playing
music for at least 18 of those minutes.
Mendoza closed stating that, “If people want to get
involved in (the festival), they can come volunteer.” Willing
students can contact Dr. Ike Nail at naili@wou.edu or Josh
Mendoza at jmendoza17@wou.edu if they are interested
in volunteering next year.
Contact the author at howlentertainment@wou.edu

Photos by Ashlynn Norton
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Review: “The River” by Peter Heller

New wilderness thriller stirs
up memories of “Hatchet,” but
falls short
Chrys Weedon | Entertainment
Editor

Photo courtesy of peterheller.net
Heller’s second novel was published by Knopf

Pinning down very specific and intricate
details of the outdoors is often what makes
or breaks a wilderness novel. In his new
book “The River,” Peter Heller shows off
his personal expertise and meticulous
research cogently.
Heller, the best selling author of “The
Dog Stars,” weaves the story of Jack and
Wynn, two young men on their canoe
trip down the Maskwa River, a remote
stretch of water that slithers across rough
Canadian landscape.
Jack is tough and gritty, raised on a
ranch in Colorado, still struggling with his
mother’s accidental death. Wynn hails from
Vermont, also tough but whose softness
shone through his tendency to see the best
in everyone and everything. Bonded over
their mutual love of literature, the two boys
decide to halt their studies at Dartmouth
and take their dream trip 160 miles down
the river to the Hudson Bay.
Heller writes these two characters much
like the archetypes seen in old westerns,
which are often mentioned throughout the
story. The skillful dark horse Jack couples
with Wynn, who acts as a strong moral

compass. The boys struggle against nature,
quite realistically, as they coexist with a
raging wildfire of seemingly unrealistic
proportions. Safety and risk are always
being balanced, as is true in any real-life
survival situation.
However, nature isn’t the only threat.
Jack and Wynn struggle against human
forces as well: a pair of drunks and a couple
heard through a bought of thick fog having
a volatile argument. The boy’s wilderness
capabilities are put to the test in a series
of conflicts that build upon one another.
Their flaws become more apparent through
every hardship — hardships that at times
feel unrealistic.
Tension is built exquisitely throughout
the novel with Heller’s short, stream-ofconsciousness style, but it seems a little too
good to be true in a more morbid sense.
It sometimes seems that through building
suspense, Heller is layering so many
terribly dramatic situations on top of each
other that I was brought out of the story,
interrupted.
Maia, the woman in the couple —
whose fight become a central component

Student artist spotlight:

Virtue Cornelison

Vocal performance major discusses his passion for music

Chrys Weedon | Entertainment Editor
Virtue Cornelison is a sophomore vocal performance
major studying classical music. Hailing from McMinnville,
Cornelison was drawn to Western because of its comforting
environment. “Doing high school music stuff, there were a
couple times that I actually got to perform in Rice here,”
said Cornelison, “so I kind of knew already that I felt
comfortable with the town.”
The atmosphere wasn’t the only reason Cornelison was
drawn to Western. Many students from his high school
came to the school for its music program as well.
“I wasn’t the only one from my high school to come
here for the music department. There’s actually quite a few
people from McMinnville,” Cornelison explained.
Cornelison started choir in his junior year of high
school. Back then, he was thinking of pursuing psychology,
but wasn’t sure.
“As soon as I did basically the first thing musical that
I’d ever attempted, it just kind of clicked,” Cornelison
commented. “Like, ‘oh, this is that thing people keep telling
me about where … you could do this for the rest of your

of the story — is written very onedimensionally, only being integrated
to further the plotline. Throughout the
story Maia is referred to as simply “she,”
making her existence in the story seem
flimsy, although Maia is meant to be
one of the driving elements of tension.
In this way, the plotline sometimes
seems to get lost within the details of
the story.
There are a couple more snags in
Heller’s novel, such as a rushed feeling
after reaching the climax of the action
and some fogginess due to the thirdperson limited narration. However,
the abundance of compelling details
and Heller’s fast-paced style make the
book a quick read. Although it doesn’t
satisfy the “Hatchet” shaped hole in my
wilderness-novel-loving heart, “The
River” is a compelling read.
Overall rating: I would recommend
this book to wilderness/suspense
enthusiast, but anyone without a
passion for the outdoors may become
bored.

Contact the author at howlentertainment@wou.edu

is Acapella club, and I don’t know how much longer I can
keep myself out of that,” Cornelison joked.
Cornelison only had positive things to say about his
experience with the music program so far. “We have some
amazing professors that are able to teach … a very small
class and get to know you personally. That’s great. But
they’re still very prepared to teach you the material. The
music department is so tightly-knit it’s really like another
home,” Cornelison said.
Contact the author at howlentertainment@wou.edu

Photo by Chrys Weedon

life without ever waking up regretful.’”
When asked about long term plans, Cornelison had
a simple answer: “Just to keep making music.” The vocal
major is happy to continue what he is doing right now —
learning and making music.
“I’m very happy to be learning what I’m learning. I’m
making plenty of connections in the music business, as
things are,” Cornelison said. “I’m just learning a lot of skills
which, even if it’s just me and a few friends, the ability to
make music is alone so fulfilling.”
Cornelison studies more traditional classical music,
but also likes jazz.
“It’s something that’s a lot closer to what’s popular
nowadays, just in terms of it’s not so formal, but there’s still
so much technicality with it, it’s something you still really
have to study,” said Cornelison.
Cornelison takes part in almost all of the musical
groups on campus, including the Chamber Singers and
Western Oregon Voices, who are going to perform in
Reno, Nevada in June. “The only group I’m not really with

wou.edu/westernhowl
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Horoscopes

This Week in
Completely Made Up
- TA U R U S -ARIES3/21-4/19

It’s time to flip a table Aries. The second
week is coming to an end, but you
have 10 assignments, two readings
and a quiz due by Monday… which we
both know you won’t start until Sunday
night.

-CANCER6/21-7/22

It’s raining, it’s pouring, you’re skipping
your class in the morning.

-LIBRA9/23-10/22

4/20-5/20

What an emotional month we’re
getting into. The final season of Game
of Thrones and Endgame?? Prepare
yourself, Taurus.

-LEO7/23-8/22

Those mini trees you see outside?
Yeah, those are bushes.

10/23-11/21

- CAPRICORN- - AQUARIUSWe love that the trees are blossoming
and you still have fall decor out. Stay
spooky, Capricorn.

5/21-6/20

all work and no play makes gemini a
dull sign all work and no play makes
gemini a dull sign all work and no play
makes gemini a dull sign all work and
no play makes gemini a dull sign

-VIRGO8/23-9/22

Whoever said that rolling backpacks
aren’t cool was a liar and a hater of
convenient storage.

- S C O R P I O - - SAGITTARIUS-

When your sleeping patterns are as If you haven’t been abducted by aliens
erratic as the weather, it’s probably time yet, you’re not trying hard enough.
to reconsider some things.

12/22-1/19

-GEMINI-

1/20-2/18

Don’t worry about over-exerting your
schedule there, Aquarius. You totally
have time for those five clubs and 18
credits worth of class, not to mention
your job to boot. Go ape.

wou.edu/westernhowl

11/22-12/21

SAGITTARIUS. CHILL.

- PISCES2/19-3/20

Only veins have platelets, so don’t
bleed out of an artery or you could die.
K? K!

Compiled By The Western Howl Staff
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CRITICAL SUCCESS IN
CROWDFUNDING

D&D web show raises $9 million in a month to produce
an animated series, highlighting an amazing partnership
between community and creators that we need more of
Cora McClain | Copy Editor
How much does it cost to fund an
animated series? Well, according to “The
Legends of Vox Machina Kickstarter is
LIVE!” it takes $750,000 to make just
one 22 minute episode. This was the
initial goal Critical Role, a Dungeons and
Dragons web series with an all-star cast
of well-known voice actors in the video
game and animated world, set in their
Kickstarter campaign in order to fund a
22 minute animated special entitled “The
Legends of Vox Machina.”
As stated on the project’s Kickstarter
page, the team initially pitched the special
to traditional media studios. However,
they soon changed their strategy after
finding little to no success with these
studios and networks. In order to “stay
true to our beloved characters and tell
the stories (their fans) want to see,”
they decided to turn to their fans (a.k.a
Critters) to make it a possibility.

The Kickstarter launched March 4,
and within 40 minutes, the community
gave them $1 million. By 5 p.m., the
community smashed through the
original stretch-goals, giving the project
$3 million.
“The target was $750,000, but that was
because we thought we might hit it,” Travis
Willingham, Critical Role CEO and cast
member, stated in their eighth Kickstarter
update on March 7. Dungeon master and
cast member Matthew Mercer added that
they hoped they’d “hit it by the end of the
campaign.”
After reworking their plan for the
campaign, they changed the project
from a four-part special, to a complete
10 episode season. The first two episodes
would follow the original arc for the
special, with the last eight following an
arc in their original campaign.
However, funding all 10 would take

$8.8 million. On April 4, the community
heeded the call. During the first half of
their regular stream after a week-long
hiatus, the community raised $400,000
to ensure they would get that 10 episode
series they wanted.
As of April 9, the project stands at
$9,219,745 with 68,318 backers and nine
days left.
Now, what does this film project tell us
about the future of entertainment?
“The Legends of Vox Machina” isn’t
the only entertainment based project
smashing records through crowdfunding.
“Mystery Science Theater 3000,” a film
project that revived the original show,
ended their campaign with $5.76 million
and Netflix picking up the series.
Entertainment other than film also
follow this trend. “Goodnight stories
for Rebel Girls,” a children’s book series,
previously held the title of fastest funded
project on kickstarter — earning their
goal of $40,000 in 30 hours — and
ended their campaign with $675,614.
Along with the critical success of “The
Legends of Vox Machina,” these projects
and the overwhelming support for them
illuminate just how viable crowdfunding
can be in creating entertainment.
A trend is brewing in the industry: give
the power back to the consumers to pick
the entertainment they wish to consume.
Coupled with the popularity of streaming
services over major media networks, it’s

Photo courtesy of Critical Role

Loved characters from campaign one are brought to life
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easy to see that the entertainment
field is beginning to shift away from
traditional media towards a new
and exciting partnership between
creators and consumers.
As an avid consumer of online
content (including that of Critical
Role), seeing projects funded by a
community in support of their favorite
creators thrills me to no end. I felt
for a long time that the mainstream
entertainment industry has been
out of touch with the audiences and
communities that flock to the screens.
However, online content made by
smaller creators who have a close tie
with their fanbase can lead to better
content made by bigger budgets and
an end product that services the
wants and needs of not only the fans,
but also the creator. I believe that we
need more of these partnerships to
revamp the entertainment industry
and give new people the opportunity
to release their creativity and provide
people with content they want to see.
Fanbases are powerful entities that
breathe life into the entertainment
industry and would easily do their
part to aid the creators they love.
“The Legends of Vox Machina” is
just one example of what a world of
community supported content can
create.
Contact the author at cmcclain17@wou.edu
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Autism Acceptance
Month
Continued from page 3

Katie:

Having also researched the intersection between
autism and LGBTQ identities, Katie explained that sex
education is often inferior for people with autism because
they are erroneously not thought of as sexual beings;
this problem is added onto by the fact that LGBTQ sex
education is rarely taught as well. Katie also described the
social and stimulatory challenges she faces because of her
autism.
“Every 10 minutes I’m outside without earplugs, it means
30 minutes of wanting to nap,” said Katie. “It’s the lights and
sounds and there’s a lot of leaf blowers outside. Then, there’s
lots of people talking, cars going by — it’s a lot all the time.”
In her view, people’s outlook on autism is often too
negative, also.
“Autism is not a fate worse than death, I swear. I actually
like how autism affects me most of the time,” said Katie.
“Yeah, it does suck sometimes… but it allows me to focus on
things for a long time and it allows me to do things that most
other people might consider boring or repetitive.”
Katie then imparted a final piece of wisdom.
“When we listen to folks who have different perspectives,
it makes our society better,” said Katie.

Respect yourself. Protect yourself.

Get yourself tested.

Polk County Public Health services:
Reproductive Health Clinic

Other Services:

• Personalized birth control options
based on your needs

• STD screening, testing
and treatment
• Immunizations
• Home visiting program
for children
• HIV Case management

• Annual exams
• Pap and breast exams
• Pregnancy planning and testing

182 SW Academy St., Suite 302
Dallas, OR 97338

Details at: www.co.polk.or.us • Call for appointment: 503-623-8175

Contact the author at howlnews@wou.edu
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